Steel Frame Mounted Auxiliary Jack Points
for the Porsche 928

The Problem: You jack up your 928 at the jack point to do a little service/repair work on it. Perfect. Now where do you put the jack stands? The under-body frame rail is the best option, but the jack stands dent and deform that rail - they are not designed to have such a concentrated load in one point upon them.

The Solutions: Our Auxiliary Jack Mounts are made from mild steel - and are strong enough and large enough to distribute the weight of the car over their length so no damage will come to your frame rail. Saves the strength and integrity of your frame, and protects it from rowdy mechanics.

Easy Installation - or Not: You can mount these Frame Rail Jack Mounts with the screws provided (the holes are already drilled for you); or tack-weld them in place for a more permanent installation. Or - do not mount them at all - just slide them over your frame when you want them, take them off when you don't.

• Simply slide the U-shaped channel over the 928 frame rail as shown. Slide up as far to the front as you can as shown in this picture.

*Mounts arrive pre-finished and cleaned, ready for paint, but unpainted. Any rust-preventative spray paint will work in any color you want. Left unpainted so you can tack-weld them to the frame if you want to.